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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

IIKENICAL WORANDUM 1270

TKE (MS KCNETIC!SOF WRY HI(2EFLIG3T SPEEDS*

By Eugen Sanger

ABSTRACT

Ih ordinary gas dynamics we use assumptions which also agree with
kbetic theoq of gases for smell mean free paths of the air molecules.
The air forces thus calculated have to be r=xsmined, if the mean free
path is comp=able with the dimensions of the moving body or even with
its boundsry layer. This case is very clifficult to celculate. The con-
ditions, however, are more simple, if the meen free path is large c-
pared to the body length, so that the collisias of molecules with each
other can be neglected compared to the collisions with We body surface.

Ih order to study the influence of the lsrge mean free path, calcu-
lations ere first carried out for the case of extreme rarefaction.
Furthermore, the calculatims on this “completely ideal” gas will.be
carried out under consideration of -Maxwelltsveloci@ distribution and
under the assumption of certain experimental.lyestablished reflection
laws for the trsnsl.ational end nontrenslational molecular de~ees of
freedao

The results thus obtained allow us to find, besides the air pressure
forces perpendicular to the surface, also the friction stresses parsJ2el
to the surface. —

Their general results are calculated out for two practically
important cases: for the thin smooth plate end for a projectile-shaped
body moving axisUy.

The mathematical part of the investigation was carried out prinmrily
by Dr. Irene Bredt.

*“Gaskinetik sehr hoher Fluggeschwindigketten.” Forschungsbericht
Nr. 972, May 31, 1938.
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INTRODUCTION

AIR FORCXSON TEE FRONT SIDEOF AI?LATPIA’ZEOELIQUETOT53
AIR STREWM .-

AIR FORCES ON TEE FRONT SIDE 03’A FIAT PIATE VERTICAL TO 53
AIR s-

AIR FORCZS ON TH33BACK SIDE OF A FIAT PIATE

APPLmm’IoN 13xmmEs
—
—

With the motion
air can no longer be
flow theory.

1. INTRODUCTION

of lmdies at very great atmospheric heights, the
considered a centinuous medium, in the sense of

At over ~0 kilmeters altitude, the mean free path of the.air
molecules till be of the ma@tude of boun- lsyer thickness agd,
at over 100 kilometers altitude, of the magnitude Of the moving body
itself.

The mean free path at greater heights wiIl”be defjn~tely greater
than the body dimensions of the moving body, and ,theespecially simple ‘
conditions of very rmef ied “completely ideal” gases are valid where
the effect of the collisions of the molecules with each other disappears
compared to the effect of the collisions with the moving body.

The air molecules colllde then against the moving b@y as individual
-particles,in.dep@@ of each.”other, and are I%flected with a mechsniam
whi~h deviates more or less from the lamwn Newt-onianprinciple of air. ..
drag, as shown by the results of the kinetics of very rarefied gases.

The velocity of the body will be denoted by v (meters per second)
in the following discussion. .—

H we imagine a6 usual.that for the consideration of=.theflow
process the body stands still and the medium moves, then v equals the
uniform undisturbed flow velocity of dl the air molecules.
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NACA TM 1270 3

The air molecules have also their ideal random thermal motion.

The individual moleculsr thermel velocities sre distributed ccJ&
pletely at randcm in all directions and are of completely srbitrary
magnitudes, where.the vsrious absolute velocity magnitudes group around
a most pro%able value, c (meters per second), according to Maxwell’s
distribution, which has the ratio @ ~ to the most applied gas
kinetic value of “average molaculer speed E“ (sqyare root of the average
of the squqres of all the velocities present).

According to the known hk.xwellspeed distribution law, letting

P(kg 52/!) equal the total moleculsr mass per unit volume, the
mass dp of those molecules having velocities between q
and Cx + dcx iS:

2
.%

M 4 <e C2 dc
T=ij7?c3 x (1)

E we consider cmly this mass dp of an otherwise motion– .
less (v = O) ~S, the molecules of whioh are moving with the particular
speed c= in random directions, &en the quentj.w Q– of molecules
striking per seccmd on a unit surface of a motionless plane wall can
be calculated, imaging that ell.1velocities Cx are plotted from the ‘

center of a sphere with rsdius Cx. The conditions of figure 1 are the

result of sn inclination angle @ between the well.normal and the
veloci@ directicm under consideration, and of the moleculer qusn–

tity @ ~ which passes through the striped srea cll of the spliere
4CX%

surface. Then:
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If, with,the aid .ofM&weld.’s equatlmn, we include in our cd.cu-
Mkion aUI.molecules with the various pos~ible speeds Cx between.–O
snd .w, the total mass F of the molecules”colliding per second will”.
be:

-

.

—
.-

.

as one can find in any tetibook of gas kinetics. me pressure of the
motionless gas against the stationary wall can be calculated similsrly.

—

—

The impulse dip ,pe~endfcular to the,.- @th _@i.chmoleculee of _ .._.

particulti speed Cx are

dp
dip = —

4CX%

striking the wall at an LU@e $ will be:

I
n/2

2
Cx COS2 g al?= y CX2-”

$&O “ “-

and the impulse of all molecules striking the wall:

.2

JCx=o

If we double this impulse value because of the elastic
alwqys assumed for motionless gases, then we obtain the gas

The value of the total impulse is
of all single molecular iqulses which
area.

also interesting,
strike per second

.
-z

.

.

.

.
(3) ---

rebound
rest pressure

...... .

, ..* .“”” —.—.——

.—

i.e., the sum . ..—
on the unit-

-.

.

—.

.
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The totel impulse of the molecular mass d~
??@iCti~ Cx will be:

It iS thus 1.5
agaimt the plate.
ratio.

corresponding

times greater than the effective impulse

The total impulse 1 is also greater in

II. AIR FORCES ON THE

OBIZQ~ TO

FRONT SIDE OF A

THE AIR STREAM

FIAT PIATE

to a

%?
the same

H we consider again the mass dp of molecules with speeds
between Cx and Cx + dcx (sJnost equal)’ snd if we exam3ne its action
on a flat plate in an air stream with en angle of attack a, then this
process can be illustrated by figure
that v sin a < Cx.

The uniform velocity v of the
the ideal random velocity (which csn
a resultant, the components of which

perpendicular to the -plate:
pa&eJJel to the plate and to v

2, if we further as6um&

individual molecule ccmibineswith
have any space direction) to give
are:

vsina+cxcos@
Cos a: vcosa+cYsinticos $

~arallel to,the plate end perpendicular
.-

to v cos a: Cxzsin @ sin $
snd for which the absolute value is therefore:

w= v2 + 2vcx (sin a cos @ + cos a sin @ cos ~ + cx2)

From the sphere of all.possible directions of Gx, a spherical sector
with the half opening sngle COSZ= v sin cL/cx is excluded, in which
the speed component v sin a + Cx cos @ is directed a- from the

plate, i.e., the molecules of this @ range do not strike the’plate.
The integration over the velocity directions of all col.lidtagmolecules
is not from @ = O to ~ as with the motionless gas, but from @ . 0

to n =X*

,
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area

from
with

The molecular mms. co~iding per second against
with the selected speed Cx is therefore:

“J
m—% ..

d~ =
.dp

(v sin a + Cx Cos * )2C=%

4CX2’ @o

For v sin a > cx the integration extends over
@ = O to YC &d the “moleculsrmass coiliding
selected.speed Cx is

mcA m 1270”

tbe unit plate ‘“--

—.. .

—
t~e whole sphere _.
against the ylate _-.

m

d~=~

J

(v sin a + Cx cos @)2cx2fi‘sin@ d~ = “dpvgin a“ ““

“2” $&O —

—.
.

..-

—-
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—
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.
Both equations naturally give the same value for v sin a = Cx.

With the aid of Maxwell’s distritition equation the total moleculsr
mass colliding on the unit area per unit tfme within the speed
range Cx =0 to mwil.l be:

J(
m

M
v sins

F= 1
E Cx+2. f3iIla++sm2”dp+ Tsinadp

c~
c=- sin a =0Cx

2

2

f

vsina 2 Cx_—
● 4P

Vcx

~
sinae

~’ ~c

v
x

Cx=o

(4)

Thus the number of the colliding molecules is known, and for cal-
culation of the forces acting on the plate, we must now detemnine what
hrpulse the molectiar mass under consideration produces in the direct-
ions in question.

The impulse perpendicular to the plate, ip

psrallel to it iT will be examined separately.

●

and the impulse

.

.
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We find for the impulse per

1. If T sln a < Cx: dip =

2.~ VSill CL>Cx: dip-

NACATM;270 .

second perpendicular to tke plate ---

J
3-C-2

dp
(v sin a,+ Cx Cos @)%?

“X2” +0

Y( )&fl+Lst ia 3 ““
Cx

J
1-r

dp
(v 19inal+ c~ Cos @)%

=“+0

(

dpc22+~
6X

This sumation of the impulse components over allpos~ible direc-

. ..—

.-

...

—,

—

.-

—

tions yields the total impulse, perpendicular to.the plate~of the air
molecules striking t~e unit area per second with.a speed Cx dete~

—— :

mined by” dp.
.

.
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. The further summaticm of the impulses over KLl speeds c= with the

aid of Mexwellts distribution equation results in the total impulse
‘P

acting per second perpendicular to the plate:

[J
Vsina

k-
g

1 c~ ( +’
=$P

~2
~Te

2+6—
)

Si112adcx
CX2

Cx=o

1

If we set a= O then equation (5) gives the impulse of the motion-
~ess gas against the motionless wall, equaticm (3).

Also a = O gives the hqulse of the motionless gas, which will
not be influenced through uniform motion of the gas wss parallel to
the flat plate. We find the impulse psmil.lelto the plate in the direc-
tion of v cos a in the following msmner:

,

The molecular be- with a particular speed Cx and with a particu–
lar direction (the latter determined by the inclination sngle @ between
the velocity Cx and the perpendicular to the plate, and by the sngle ~

.

.
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between the projection Cx cos @ and the direction v ‘COSa) gives the
molecular mass colliding per second according to f~gur;2. “-

Cx2Si.U# d$ d?
d~ = dp

(
Vflina+cx

4CX%

.-

Cos pi)

The velocity cbqmmmt of this beiunpard.lel

Vcoaa”+cxsti$cqs$

to the plate 2s:

and the impulse of the beam with a particular c~,

dp ‘m $
&@ d$

4X (Vsina+cx )(Cos$if Tcosa++sin$cosq )
and @, one obtains the impulse ofIf cme integrates over all W

the beam with a particular Cx.

For v sin a c Cx:

$$( )v cos a+cx sin f7-COBq sin $ d$ d$ -U‘f’= E (v sin a+ cx cos

I+f=o *O .,
.

. dp

(

_ ~=2 3 V3 $
~ v=.

-— s~2a cos a + 3
6 2 CX3 )

—sinacosa+— — cofla
CX2 2CX,

—.and for v sin a >Cx:

H
2JC fi

‘i’= ‘f (
vsina+cxcos

&o +0

@)(v cm a +Cx sin fl cos ‘+)sinfid$ d~
--- ---

—
= dp v2ein a cos G

.
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The integration over .FLL Cx with the aid of Maxwell*s distribution
equatim gives finally the total impulse in the required direction
parallel to the plate:

[

Vsina

iT = dp#’ sin a cos a +

c~o [ti.sti.fcx’(~ash’acosa

2“
)+3%sinacosa+2 ~cosa

+

1—vcccmae
c’

‘G
.

‘sin’
vsin a-v

)( J

c’
“~v%nacosa 1+ La
,2

e

‘)

dcx

c G C=o

(6)

We can start out from the ihqmlse of the gas stream, given by
equations (5) and (6), (perpendicular end parallel to the plate) in
order to calculate the forces produced by the air on the frent side of
the plate oblique to the air stream, including the force perpendicular
to the plate (normal pressure p) and the force parallel (friction
stress 7 ).

For this calculation, we have to make sane assumptions on the trans-
fer of this hpulse to the plate and on the change of the kinetic trans~
Iational.ener~ of the mo~ecul.esinto other ener~ forms for which pre-
sent gas kinetics furnish only a partlsl basis.

H we first assume monatomic gases, so that inner degrees of freed-
om for energy absorbance do not exist, and further assume that the “
struck molecules of the wall are in such a temperature conditim” that
they also cannot take over any energy from the colliding molecules,
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then the molecules have to leave the wall again with the same speed with ._
which they srrived. The collislon is thus completely elastic snd we have

that
-both

to derive the direction of reflection.

Gas kinetics dietinguishee two different possibilities for this:

Mirror Reflection where the asmmptim is mde (foJlcndmg Newton)
the sngl.eof incidence and the ar#e of reflecticm are equal and
beams ere in ‘thesame peryqndimil.arplsne.

—

Diffuse Reflection where it is assumed (followingfiudsenl) that
the reflection directim is not at all dependent on the dtrection of
the inq?ingingbeam and is completely dlffum, i.e., that the co~iding
molecules first submerge in the wall surfaces, then after a finite tim
of “adherence” leave again, in a completely arbitrary direction.

This last ly#oth8ste is generally aocepted in flow theory, where
the adherence of the frictional boundary layer m the surface is -.
explained by diffuse recoil of the molecules.

Tm the case of a motionless gas (v = O) both assumptions lead to
the same distributicm of rebound molecules end thus to the ssztteforces
“onthe wall, as the striking molecules exe in completely random direc–
tions and this then is also true for the rebound tilec~es under both ._ ____
assumptions.

—

~ the case of a gas in motion, the two assumptions lead to very
●

dtfferent air forces.

With elastic “mitior” reflections, the impulse i~
8

of the ga~

flow parallel to the wall eteys unchanged. Sheer stre~ses on the front
side of the plate Tv are not transferred tiothe wall.. The friction
forces are zero.

The Impulse ~ of the impinging molecules nmmel t~ the wall is

destroyed complete~ ELUdan eq- but w?wsite ~pul~e IS produced ~

lKnudsen M.: Annden der -silk Vol. 28, p. 7.5, (1909); VO1. 28,

p. llh, (Lgogj; VO1* 28, p. 999” (1909J; ~ol* 31* PP~ 205s 633s (~g~o);
VO1. 35, p. 389} (1911); VO1. 3~, P. 593, (19U); VO1O MS

7
. 1113,

(L915); VQ1* 50, P“ 472s 0916); ad Vol” ’93/ ??” 797s (1927 “ .
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the completely elastic recoil. The pressure
process-thus equals twice

With diffuse-elastic

psral.lelto the wdl will
tion stress equals ~:

the impulse ip:

Pv = 2ip

on the wsXL caused by this

reflecticm, the impulse

be given up entirely to

Tv=%

The wall normal impulse ‘P of the arriving

(8) .

~ of the gas stream

the well.emd the fric-

(9)

molecules is destroyed.

again, whereby is created a partial pressure pi = %“

Tliesecond psrt of the pressure, due to the diffuse+lastic recoil,
has to be investigated more closely. To imitate the reel process, an
impulse mlue of the magnitude of-the complete impulse i of the besm
striking per unit plate area is distributed e~enl.yon a h~sphere as
if all gas psrticles started from the center of this hendsphere, snd
finally the resultant of this impulse distrl%ution perpendicular to the
plate is ascertained.

The total impulse i of the srriving beam is derived, according
to the preceding impulse calculations, in the following manner:

The molecular mass striking per unit time on the kno.ynarea

sectiw df . cx2 s~ @ d@ d~ selected for a certa~ cx, @, ~d ~ is:

d~ =
(

dp CX2 sin @ d~ d~/4cx2 I-C)(Vsin a + Cx cos $)

The effective speed of this rey is

l?= #’ + 2vcx(sin a cos @ + cos a sin @ cos t) + cx2
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and the impulse per second thus:

,-—
NACA TM 1270 .

-.
,- ---- --, -

.

(i-@ = tip

) ~$+Cxcos @ + !i?vcx(tinaces @ + cos a sti @ cos $)+ CX2

This impulse integrated over all c=, @, and V will g~ve finally the”-
total impulse of the been. tie actual carry~ out of this integration
is so diff~cult that the impulse wiIL evaluate by successive approxi-
mation. It is started with the vector sum of the impti.seresultants ip

, and i~, perpendicular and paraZLel to the plate. :.
—

—.

~2 2
=~P2+%

,.. . —::. —..-

This impulse resultant is smaller than the totsl impulse. It is
found in connecticm with equation (3) that the total -se of a’gas m“-

at rest (v = O) is 1.5 times the impulse resultant. Total jmpulse and
resultairtue equel for uniformity flowing *S. without h“eat
motion (c= = O). For conditions lying in between, we assume a constant - ~.“.

relationship for the factor with which the impulse resul&nt has to be
?mzltipliedto obtain the tota2 impulse i. For instance:2

1.5 +~sina+ 1.5(~)2

‘=l+:stia+l.5(:)2

+

“This total impulse, accordimg to our assumption, is nawconsidered as ....

the completely uniform impulse radiation per area unit ti all directions
outward frcm the surface.

2
lhterpolation by Rrof. Busememn, Braunschweig. .

.
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The beam pressure Y2 perpendicularto the surface is then equal

to i/2, as shown by a simple tite~ation over all normsl ccmponents.

Thus, the pressure vertical to the wall ti the case of diffuse-
elastic reflection is:

p-v=i+ l/2 (lo)

lh order to get a first view on the numerous.conditicms of the alr
forces just found,”figure 3 shows the relationship between the pres-

sure p or the shear force T Qv2 forend the dpamlc pressure q = ~
.,

a ~otheticsl atmosphere of monatoml~ hydrogen with t = 0° C–tempera–
ture (c = 2124 m/s) and for flight speeds up to v = 8000 m/s, for
either mirrorlike or diffuse recoil.

It is seen how different the air forces cem be according to the
assumptions,made: mirrorlike or diffuse.

In gas kinetics en attempt is made to approach the real conditions
by assuming that the reflection for a fraction f of sll.striking
molecules is diffuse, while the remainder (1 -f) will be repelled
mirrorlike. The fractim of diffuse reflections depends on the kind
of striking molecules and particularly on the materiel, surface conditions,
end tauperature of the struck wall.

According to numerous measurements, the plate can be considered as
completely rough under conditions usually prevailing in flight technique,
i.e.,.the mirror reflected part (1 -f) is negligibly smald.,so the
reflection will be slmost completely diffuse.

An experimentally obtained dependence of f on the angle of attack,
such that the reflection will be more mirrorlike with small”ersngle of
attack, is according to previous measurements af fllght relations, too
insignificant to be considered.

ICnauerand Sternk assume from optical snalogies that the angle of
attack at which mirror reflection begins is ~ch that the surface roughness

%or exe.gple, Karl Jellinek, Lehrbuch der physikallschen Chemie,
VO1. I, p. 270, 1928.

%ilauer, F..,and Stern, O.: ZS. f. -s. VOI. 50, pp. 766, 799
(1929).
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height, pro~ected m the beam, musf”be
wavelagth k of the molecular besm.

With a wave length of l+ cm and

NACA ~ 1270 .

smaller than De 2&oglie’s —T. ● -—

a roughness height of lti to Id,

one obtains for the angle of atta~ tiich is of interest Sins= A/h = 1~3,
i.e., cm angle rsnge of a few minutes, which is insigmificsnt in flight
technique.

With regard to the reflecticm directlan, we assume in the f’o~owlng
smalysis that f = 1, i.e., cmpletely diffuse recoil. _

SO far, for the reflection speed, perfect elasticity of the recoil
was assumed, which means individual recoil speed is equal.to the
colllding speed.

The struck WSU. will, in fact, be much colder than the gas molecule
temperature ~er its submergmce in the wall surface (and so efter its
complete braking on the plate to the velocity v), so that we have to
assume heat trenamission to the wall molecules from the cciLlidtig
molecule which remains a finite time in the plate surface.

Figures 4 and 5 show the fnternsl energies U for molecuhn
nitrogen or hydrogen and their oorribinaticmfrom the individual degrees
of freedcxnof the molecular motions as a function of the temperature,
starttng from an internal energy U. of the gas at rest corresponding
to a temperature of O°C, with the other internal ener~ vZLues equal
to the kinetic ener~ corresponding to v. —

For this, the relation between U and v is stated;.

as U= U. i-Av~/2g. The graph goes up to a U = 8000 kcsl/kg, corres- _

pondi.ngto a flight speed range up to v = 8000 m~s . “tie specific heat
at constant volume Cv was calculated under the usual assumptions on

ener~ absorption by translation, rotation, and oscfU.ation of the
molecules (the latter according to Plsnck’s formula) al.%erthe collision.

We see from both figures that, especially for the N2, very high

temperatures correspond to the high flight speeds. A conqjil%te”%empera--
ture equalismtion of the colliding molecule to the well temperature
would be equal to a total smnihilation of the recoil speed; or an
almost ccmpleteuinelastic collisim. It should be observed that the
wall accommodates itself in a short t~ to the.~.emperatureof the
collidlng molecules, because of the ~ery smell h-t capacity of the
thin metal walls of the moving body.

The molecule mass, colliding on the oblique unit surface per seccmd
at very high flight speeds is, for exemple, about eqti to pv sin a,

—.

.-.

.-

.

.

n-

_..

.

.
.

.
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end thus the arriving energy E = Uppv sin CL. With pp = 7 = 10-6 kg/lu3,
cc = r, end v = 8000 m/s the value of the ener~ brought ti is

E= 7.8 kcal/m2 see, dmcmt indepa~nt of the composition of the atmos-
phere. 3X the accommodation coefficient of the arriving gas molecules
is one, then the wall would obtain this energy in the form of heat and
this heat qumtity should be given awey’by radiation, where a temyera%ure
increase &I! of approximately 5800 is necesssry for black body radia-
tion, i.e., the plate stays in fact pretty cold cmnpared to the colliding
molecules, and a very intensive, lasting energy delivery by the colliding
molecules is out of the question. According to exist= measurements,
this temperature equalization is not 100 percent, however, en accommodation
coefficient of 30 percent was found under certain c~diti~sj i.e., the
reflected gas mass contdns still 70 yercent of its internal energy U
which it possessed at the moment of collision.

The reflection velocity for a monatomic atmosphere is established
this way.

The remati~ internal energy of a molecular atmosphere will dis-
tribute itself qyite differently over the existtig de~ees of freedom of
the reflected molecule thsn assumed for the coil-idq energy, which cm– .
sisted pr~il.y of kinetic energy 1/2 A&/g, end only in small measure
of the Wteynal energy U. of the gas at rest, which latter was distri-

buted evenly,over all degrees of freedom.

For a diatomic molecule with three translatiti and two rotational
degrees of freedom, the individual sties of Uo, for an “average~t
veloclty 5, are for each kilogram of gas 3/6 A&/g for the three
trauslation~ degrees snd 2/6 A52/g for the two rotatid degrees of
freedmn of the molecules. .

On collisicm, ti degrees of freedmn will tske part in the energy
distribution chsnge, smd it can be assumed for further est~tion of .
the diatomic molecule between the yerfectly elastic and the perfectly
inelastic collision.conditicms, for instence, that the total energy

{
)= A/g&+ )A/ $v2”+; ~2 +5$ ~ E2 distributes itself on the,

average evenly over alJ_these five de~ees of freedom.

It cen be taken from figures 4 and 5 that very high temyeratmes
sre associated with the high collidhg molecular speeds at which another
motional degree of freedm.uis excited, that of mutual moleculer oscillation.

%ien~, Handbmh der Ikpertmentalphy sik,Vol. VIII/2, -p.638,
1929.

..
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The known Boltzmamn*s equilfzati.cmrule on the energies is not of ,–
value for these oscillatimal degrees of freedom.

While the three translaticmal and the two rotational degrees of :“ ‘:-
freedom of a diatomic molecule have each the same energy admission

Ux = %=: A#/g” (kcal/kg)
2

that is together -.

the energy admissicm of the oscillatiacal degree of fzmedom Us at low
—

—
temperatures is practically zero and increases at higher temperatures
according to Planck’s equation:

.-

approaching the limiting value, valid for high temperatures, of full
exitaticm of the oscillatlcmal.degree of freedom, .

M the last equation:
.

A . the mechanical.equivalent of heat, lf127 kcal/kg -

R= the indi~idual gas constant IQ/o

T = the absolute taperature %

a = a temperature characteristic for each material.,which is, for ‘“ -

example, for nitrogen N2 = 3350% for ~drogen ~ = 61.000K.

The tmqeratures of the c,ol.lidlugmolecules at high flight speeds
are so high (according to figs. k and 5) that the molecula gas here

.-
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already dissociates strmgl.y into its atoms under normal equilibrium
conditions.

The transformation of the gases hydrogen snd nitrogen, which are of
tiportance in the higher atmospheric lsyers, into their monatomic, active
modification belongs to the most energetic endothermic chemical processes
which are known (H2 = 2H -51300kcaL/kg; N2 = ~-6050 kcaI~), and

the dissociation (if it actually occurs) would absorl extraordinary smounts
of energy and would make the col.lisicm,almostcompletely inelastic.

So fsr it has not yet been pruven by experiments that these
molecules really dissociate on collision against a fixed wall at the
speeds here ccmsidered.

Huwever the results of known tests with electrons colliding
. .

against the molecules of very rarefied ~ or N2 gases let us

guess that the energy of the couisfon~th a molecular speedup
to v= 8000 m/s is not sufficient to disturb the molecular bond.

With the electrans colliding against N2 or ~ molecules dis–

sociations are observed6 only when the energy of the colliding electron
was several times the dissociation energy of the struck molecule.
This transferred on our case would yield colliding speeds of
over v = 10,000 m/s for a nitrogen atmosphere or over v = 35,~ m/s
for a hydrogen atmosphere, which lies outside of the range of our
investigations.

For the calculation of the forces on a plate oblique to the a-
stream, we shall therefore not assume the dissociation of the colliding
molecules.

The degree of elasticity of the recoil wild only be derived from
the eaer~ distribution of the wall molecules ad of the proper rotational
and oscil.lationaldegrees of freedcmof the colliding molecule.

This de~ee of elasticity, i.e., the ratio of the moleculer
reflection velocity, when energy division occurs, to the reflection
veloci~ when ?.ioenergy divisim occurs, is estimated as follows:

b
Wien~; Hsndbuch der Exper~ntalphysik, Vol. VXII/1,

PPo 704, ,706(1929).
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First, corresponding to the measured accommodationcoefficient,
..

.

let 30 percent of the collision anergy correspmding to v be communicated
to the wall molecules. The remaining collision energy,

——

should he distributed over the three translaticmal degrees, the two
rotatimal degrees end the oscillaticmal degree of freedom evenly end

—

according to the exitation degree so that each trsnsla%im.ml.degree of
—

freedom has the following =ergy:
-.

M@ ~ ‘ g q

%=

‘+ ,(e$_J
,

The ccmdition of motion.of the diffusely reflected molecules is the ssme
as assumed with egp.aticm (3), cnJY there the energy content of a trans-
lational.degree of freedom-was

—
“A/g”~ ?!2. Here the internal energy

belonging to the twee translationti “de&ees of freedo~is given

..

asu= 3Er and the translational speed is now:
.“

.

—.

instead of: %=- when no energy distributim %kes place
between the wall and the translational degrees of freedmn. (The latter
value comes fran the anergy %elance: . . -.

.
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The recoil imp.ilses should fall off apfioxi.matelylike speeds
obtained from energetic considerations, so that:

~is degree of elasticity is drawn in figure 6 for nitrogen and
hydrogen as a function of the flight syeed v, using figure 4 or 5 for
the relati.on’between v and T.

The pressure vertical to the wall on the plate oblique to the
air stream, in the case of diffuse-inelastic reflecticm, csn he obtained
from equatian 11:

Corresponding to fi~e 3, figure 7 ~hows the relation between the
pressure p or the shem r end the ~c pessure q for hydrogen
(o = 1508 m/s) and nitrogen (c = 406 m/s) for air augle of attack a= 4°

- end for flight speeds to v = 8000 m/s. .

. ~ fi~e 7 the two impulse contributions due to COmSi~ (fp)
end recoil (Gi/2) sme separated.

.
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Th& collision impulse could be given without objeotion frcm purely .
mechanical relatknships.

-—
--

The reflection impulse is est&ted on the basis of a series of –
rather arbitr~ assumptIons on direction and speed of the reflection.

Further information, proceeding out of .&e conjectures presented
here, on the retention of single air molecules after collision with .
the wall with high speed should be found by eqerfment. Such tests may
%e joined with the well-own molecular beam investigaticms,where the
usual beam speeds eze to be increased greatly by correppaad~ greater
energy delivery to the molecules under investigation. One can thus
obtain a type”of wind tunnel investigation in which sing2.emolecules
fly with extremely high velocities, and the effeots of their collision
with a solid body can be obsemed.

With the help of very rapid molec~ beams, a luu?jberof questi.cms
should be cleared up experimentally: how often a reflection of the
molecules from the struck W-al l”actuallyoccurs, what faotors change the
completely elastic collisicm into a more or less inelastic collision
through the transformation of translational energy int~ other forms of
energy (i.e., rotational, oscillati.onalor dissociatiaual ener~ of
the gas molecules or the wall molecules), and what directicm law the
final reflectirm follows, whether mirrorlike reflection, or prado~tiy
diffuse reflection, or foU.owing a different law.

These investigations can use to advantage De Brogliets analogy
between moleoular besms and x-rays.

.

—

-—

_.—

.—

.-

.

III. AIR FORCES ON THE FRONT SIDE OF A FLAT ZC&12Z

VIETICAL TO TEEAIRiTREAM

(=:)Vertical flow against the flat plate a represents the limiting
—.

of oblique flow.

The relations obtained h section 2 are preferably discussed here
for this special case.

—
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The total molecule mass, co31Ming per unit area per unit time is

given by eqyation 4:

[1
m %2

[1

v

(
CX2

P ~x3 2VCX2 .*C* -—

)
C* dcx.+ 4

VOX2
—+ —+—

‘~
- z dcx

~3 e
—e

C3 C3 C3

c~v Opo

The ccmrpleteintegration of equatim 4(a) (in contrast to equaticm 4)
is possible by series development, became one can put v/c >>1 for the
high flight speeds under consideraticm, which was not possible for
v sin a/c h equation 4.

.

.
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The total hqulse of this gas mass striking vetiicelly against the
plate per unit time aud unit area is given by equatian 5:

a

.
.—

.-

(5L3)

H, as assumed at the start of the integratia v/o>> 1, the terms
+

of the equatim multiplied by e- = cen be neglected oompared with
the first two terms OR the equ&i.on.

For instance, the influence of the variety of a%solute moleculem
velocities (followiug Me.xwelJ~s distributia), which is presented by
these higher terms, is less than 0.3 percant.of the value of the first
two terms, wheu v/c is 2 or more.

Under
impulse is

.

Therefore, for v/c > 2, the impulse cau be calculated as if all
the molecules had the same velocity c; thus, ccmsidering only the
first two terms of equati.cm5(a),

the assumpticu of a completely
equal to the required pressure

P= ip=P’v2+*

,

(ml

●

.

.

md -. ___-

inelastic ooIM.Oion, this
on the plate:
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If it is “assumedthat the air molecules have not lost their velocity
after the collision with the plate, but that they rebound perfectly
elastically and “mirror-like,” then the impulse given to the plate is
simply doubled, end eqyation 10(a) for elastic mirrorlike collision
is written:

(1OI3)

The influence of the random molecular Inoticm,represaxted by the
second term, is at ~ = 2 approximately 12.5 percent of the pure

Wwtonisn air force, which is represented by the first term. However,
the influence decreases, from ~.= 5 on, to under 2 percent of the

New%onisn”m&ze, ccmtrary to the oblique conditi~ with small angles
of attack, where the influence of the molecular velocity is sti~ great
even with high flight speeds.

If it is assumed that the molecule reflection is completely elastic
but diffuse, then the pressure on the plate decreases to a value:

(1OC )
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IF finally the molecule
p*lY inelastic in the
plate reduces agati to:

---
NACA TM 1270” .

—— -..

refl.ectianbeocmes not mly dif~e but also ‘_ ?.
sense of equatiti 12-,then “thepressure on the

P sip+e;=
(

PV2+5C2) 1+0.75

The waphs in figures 8 end 9 show the
to eq.mtims 10(a) to 10(d) versus the
hydrogen.

(ml)

.
pressure ccmditicme according
-c messure of nitrogen or

.

For the calculation of the pressure of a motionless gas on the walls
of the gas container which has the same temperature as the gas kinetics
assumes completely elastic co~is ions for the normal renge of molecular
spee”ds,i.e., the molecule keeps the same trsnslatfona3 energv, m en
average, as it had before the shock. It is not important to knuw if
the reflection is mirrorlike or diffuse, because both ass”umptions lead to
the same molecuhm picture for the gas at rest. —

lY the mplecules are polyatomic then the distributim of the total
energy to each possible degree of freedcm is already uniform before the
shock; and this uniform distribution need not change af%er the shock.

Ih equation 10(a) (for ccmrpletelyinelastic collisions. for the air
Jpressure against a plate vertical to the air stream p = PV + ~ C2

the first term PV2 corresponds to the d~mic pressure-of molecules having ‘-
no random motion against the plate (Newton), while the second term ~ pc2

.
corresponds exactly to the pressure of the static atmospheric air.

.
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. However, this explsnatim of the tndividuel terms is only fcmmally
correct, since the resting air pressure is calculated assuming elastic
molecular cold.isioas. With the inelastic collision, the decrease in
the “stopptig” pressure due to loss of the recoil Impulse will be off-
set by the mixed term in the square of the sum of the two speeds (v and c),
in the velocity range under consideration.

This ccm~tion canle recognized more clearly frmeqyatian 10(%)
for the completely elastic collisicxa p = 2P+ + pc2 where titer sub-

traction of the static air pressure ~ PC2 there rema~ a pressure

of 2p# +
.1~ PC2, which contains besides the Newtonian term, 2pv2, “

also an addititi term of 1~ pc*, which reflects the effect of the

mixed term.

No resultfng bpulse is given pard.lel to the vertical plate
because of the synmetry of the total.system, i.e., friction forces are
transferred in the plate plsne, but the m-
is zero.

IV. AIR FORCES

H the mean free path

ON THE RACK SIDE

of a molecule is
dimensions of a empti-space tmto which the

of these forces Ouwa

Cl?AmPIA!rE

mall comp~ed to the
gas is flowtc.g,then the

flow-in speed c= b= ‘ge%br thsn the most probable molecfie speed. ~
the flow of diatomic gases tito a complete vacuum, the directed
velocity, %x, of the total flowing mass can surpass the probable

molecfie speed c by a factor of about 1.87, according to the laws of
gas -Cs.

If, however, the molecular mean free path is comparable to the
empty space dimsnslons or even greater than these as assumed here, then
the number of molecule collisions behind the rapidly moving plate during
the flow-in is not sufficient to produce the menticmed acceleration,
snd the molecules move tith their usual speed c tito the empty space
beh~ the plate.

According to figure 10, collisions between the air molecules and
the back side of the plate cannot take place, i.e., the pressure against
the “suction side” of the plate wst have become zero, as soon as

v~ c

sin a
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This border line is, however, strongly blurred because Of -cuts _-
distribution. —

The effective forces ~inst the back side of the plate can be
derived by the seineproceds which led to equatims 4 to 1.2,where now
the uniform velocity v is directed away frcmthe plate at the angle a, -
w%ile before it was directed toward the plate (fig. IL).

It is assumed first that v sin a cc_.

The Un.iform.velcwity
the ideal randctuvelocity

direction) to a resultant

perpendicular to the

v of the individual molecule ccmibineswith

Cx of the molecule (which c- hare any space

whose components are:

plate: Cx Cos g -vsina
—.

psmllel to the plate and to ~ cos a: v cos a + Cx sin @ sti”$

pemU.el to the plate and perpendicular to v cos G: Cxsin$sig$

lhom the sphere of .sllpossible directions of c=, a spherical sector
~th the”half engle cosx = v sin & is taken, inside of which the”

velocity component v sin a - c~ Cos g is directed towerds the plate, so
that the molecules of this #-range do in fact collide against the plate.
For all @ > ‘X the resulting moleculsr velocity is directed away from the
plate. Therefore no col~sion with the plate tskes place.

The integration over all colliding directions is extended from $ = O
to $=x.

The moleculer mass tith
against the unit area of the

—

—

.-
.

.

.

—

--

—

—

.-

.

—

the chosen speed Cx oollidingpa seconl.. .l_ .-.=
plate is therefore:

For vsina >Cx there me no col.lisicms with the plate, so that
this case need not be treated.

.
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The total molecule mass colliding on the unit area per unit t-
is obtained with the aid of Msxwel.ltsdistribution eqwtion for the
velocity range Cx = v sin a to w :

5=

1

l_

:. sin .’~x
)

2V sin a + v2sin2a/cx dp

2
m

/(

Cx

C*3 ~ -mx2 V2Cx - —

)

C2
—-

‘+
—sina+— sin2u e dcx

C3 C3 C3
cr.= sin a

2
v2sin2a Cx

-~

[

m
-~

pce
= —- P v sin a/c-—

r
e dcx

lt2 P
~v sin a

(13)
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..

Similarly for the inqmlse vertical to the plate:

. .
—

-.

>.
-.

[( V%#a

Vsinct )-$+MY.lfx+*CVStia-* c2e
-~

‘$=-
2

Cx

r

Tsina. F

)(J
‘c + V%& $ g c

‘z e

)]

dcx

0==
(14)

—

.
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Finny, for the impulse psmllel to the plate:

3J-

( 73
=:’X -Tcos a.- )!2v%inCL cos a + ~ sin% cos a

i.=~m ~(x.cosa-#Htiacosa+ ~sti*acosa).p

&~T sin a

( v%in2a

/

m 2
Cx

-~ vs~a
.—

~vcosa~e
C*

‘w
-— e

)

acx
c’

Cr= sin a

r V%F’CL

!-

The impulse resfltant vertical to the wall as
elastictifuse moleculer recoil is from the total
colliding nmlecules:

(15)

a consequence of the
impulse i of the
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Equation (10) again holds for the total~ressure against the .
suction side of the plate with elastic-ffuse recoil. (Translator’s
note: Fornmlamfss~ in original German report.) While for the
total sheer stress on the suction side of the plate, equation 9 is used:

.:

T r=%.. —- ___

The influence of a certain inelasticity of recoil can be estimated,
particularly for small angles of attack by the same prooedure which
to equation (U.), according to which the degree of inelasticity can
%0 specified.

For the total pressure against the suction side, equation (12)
Wilsd:

%?

Corresponding to figure 7,
between the~ressure p or the
for hydrogen end nitrogen et an
speeds up to ~ = &)OOm/s.

-----

—

. .

is
.-

. . . :

the graphs in f’igureZ? show the relation
sheer T and the dynamic pressure q
angle of’attack a= 4° and flight —

V. APPIZCATION ’IXAMPIES

With the help of the preciously mentioned

.

relations, it is possible .
to estinwbe all the air forces acting on the surfaces of.= fl@ng body
of any shape, which is l?mvingat flight altitudes of over 100 km,with
speeds”between about 2000 m/s and 8300 m/s, if definite assumptions are
made on the cowosition of the air at this height. ‘““’ “ “--

The air f’orceswere differentiated into those which act perpendicular
to the surface under observation (pressures),and those which act parallel
to the surface (friction).

The pressure stresbes as well as the shear stresses were found to ““ “
be a function only of the angle of attack and the flight speed, for a
particular gas.

—
..-------

In figures 13 end 14 is shown this dependence of the air forces.on
all possible angles of’attack and on flight-speeds between v = 2000 m/s
and v = &oCm/s for an atnmsphere of umleculsr hydrogeg. ——
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It is to be noted in figure 13 that the
the Tlate stronglly increases with increasing

33

air pressure verticsl to
velocity, even with an

angle of attack a = .0, if the molecular recoil is diffuse.

This representation can be used as a basis for the calculation of ‘ “
alr force coefficients for certain flight bodies In hydrogen, treating
each flat surface section sepmately, ~th its own
if the body surface is curved, enslyzing it into a
smsll sreas with individual sngles of attack (flat
cone areas), end then investigating these.

As the simplest example, the flat, lnftiitely
treated first. ‘Theusual eymhols are

A lift

w drag

F wing surface

ad the air force coefficients are:

an-~e ~f attack, o~,
great number of
areas or syquuetrical

thin plate will be

end the glide ratio: ●

.

*
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“h figure 15 exe drawn the lift coefficients.and in figure 16 the
glide ratioe of the flat, thin pbte according to the above relations.

. .

—-

On acco~t of the extraordinarily great shear$mces very bad
glide ratios res~t, which are approximately G =G= 1.9 at 2000m/s

with the mat famrable singleof attack tid mich got-&rse at hi~er
“ speeds, for example, at 8000 m/s, G = about 2.7.

—

T& mcmt favorable angles of attack axe comparatively great at
small speedsj I.e., at v= 2000 m/s, a= 25°

.-
approximately, and decrease _

tith increas~ speed to about P at v = &XXl m/s:

Similarly to the infinitely thin plate, high speed profiles of
finite thickness can also be calculated, i.e., wedge-haped and

—

lenticulsr airfoils. Their air force coefficients hardly deviate from . -
those of the snmoth plate, if they are of mcderate thickness.,

In general, the wings investigated here in the gas kinetics flow -
range behave worse than in the gas dynamics range, where already the
glide ratios are worse than in the usual aerodynsmicsl flow region.

The full effect of this unfortunate behavior will be corrected to
some extent by a flight technique sudh that at the high flight velocities -
under consideration, inertial forces are developed %y the concave down-
tid flight path, which support the wing. .

Figure 17 treats the question of
gas kinetics flow range for a body of
axieJJ.y,with en ogiml. nose of three
body, and how far the air drag can be
at the end of the missile.

how ~eat the air drag is in the
rotaticm (pro~ectile form) moving .
calibers radius and cylindrical
@roved by a truncated cone bevel

These questions can be easl~ answered with.the aid of figures 13
and 14 if the ogive is divided into a le&ge number of tin?ncatedcones,
each of which represents a surface with a definite angle of attack.

The extraordx mlue of the drag coefficient is again striking; “
it can be traced to the very great friction forcee in the extremely
rarefied air.

A noticeable improvement of the drag coefficient could be oltained
by beveling the end of the pro~ecti.le;the improvement ig about 7 per-
cent of the original value.

Somewhat more tediously but in basicalJy the SSMS _er, the air
forces on a projectile, airship, etc., at an oblique angle of attack
can be determined, using figures 13 end 14.

.
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VI. SUMMARY

35

The air forces on bodies of arbitr~ sha e Ue investigated when

rthe bodies move with speeds of 2000 to 3000 m s h such thin air that
the mean free path of the air molecules is greater than the d-nsions
of the moving body. .

The air pressure acting perpendicular to the body surface, as well
as the friction forces acting parallel to the surface, sme derived with
the aid of the calculation procedure of gas kinetics for surfaces facing
both toward.end away frcmthe air streem at my sngle.

The air forces for an atmosphere of definite composition (molecular
lq&rogen) are calculated as a function of the flight velocity at SU
possible angles of attack of a surface smd shown in graphs.

Thereby the friction stresses between air and body surface prove
to be of the same magnitude as the dynsmi.cpressure and as the air
pressures verticsl to the body surface, i.e., 300 times greater than in
the aerodynamic ?1OW renge.

The application of the general calculation results to particular
technically important cases, like thin airfoils snd projectile shapes,
results in extraordinarily high air drag coefficients snd poor glide

. ratios even for the theoretically best wing sections

. Tmnslated. by Bureau of Aercnautios
Technical.Information
Nawg Department
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Figure l.- Velocityvectorsofthethermal notion ofmolecules of a motionless
gas fid theirpositionrelativeto a fixedboundaryw dl.
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Figure 3.- Ati pressures p and shear stresses T“ on thefrontside of a flat.
plate at 40 angle of attack in an atmosphere of atmnic hydrogen under the
assumption of elastic diffuse or mirror-like recall of the atoms from the
W7W* .
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Figuxe 6.- Degree ofelasticityofrecoilfornitrogenor hydrogen
moleculesfrom the struckwall.
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Figure7.- Air pressure p and shear stress T on thefrontside,ofa flat
plateat4° angleofattackinan atmosphere ofmolecular hydrogen or
nitrogenunder theassumptionofdiffuseand semielasticmolecular
recoilfrom thewall.
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Figure 10.- Velocityvectorsofthemolecular motion for collisionon the
back sideoftheflatplate.
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Figure 12.- Air pressures p and shear stress T on theback sideofa flat
plateat40 angleofattackinan atmosphere ofmolecular hydrogen or
nitrogen,under theassumption ofdiffuseand semielasticmolecular‘recoil
from thewall.
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Figure l&- Coefficient p/q of the air pressare vertical to the plate for
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Figure 14. - Coefficients T/q of the shear stress between air and plate
for all angles of attack and for flight s~eds between 2000 and
8000 m/s in an atmosphere of molecdar hydrogen.
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Figure 17.- Coefficients of the pressure drag, friction drag, and total drag “
for a projectile-shaped body of rotation, with different missile bottoms.
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